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South Coast Education Service District
Pre-Referral Process

Please use the following process to complete an initial referral

Pre-Referral Team
Dates

______Discuss student needs at school team level, including the Speech-Language Pathologist

______Review student’s file, gather information as for any student brought to the team

______Complete intervention checklist and indicate results (this can be done at anytime by teachers 
who work with the student)

______Choose ONE pre-referral checklist tool (classic OR high-functioning), complete and review to 
determine if there are significant characteristics in all 4 areas.  (This can be done together at a meeting 
or done separately and brought back to a meeting to discuss everyone’s findings.)

______Determine if a referral for special education is needed at meeting as a team

**If the team determines a referral is needed, please contact your autism specialist to determine 
a date for a pre-evaluation/consent meeting.  The ASD specialist MUST be at this meeting.**
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Intervention Checklist

Name: ______________________________ Age: _______ Date: _______________
Teacher: ____________________________ Grade: _____ School: ______________

Please fill in the following information in order to assist in meeting the student’s current needs.

1. Areas(s) of Concern:
___Academic _____Language ____Gross Motor ____Hearing
___Behavioral ____Speech ____Fine Motor ____Vision
___Attendance ___Social Skills/Peer Relationships ____Physical
___Emotional ___Sensory Processing ____Coping Skills

2. Information gathered:
___ Student Conference(s) _____ Parent Conference(s)
___ Review of Records _____ Staff Input
___ Medical Info. Obtained _____ Vision/Hearing Screening

3. Strategies Implemented:
Consider Environmental Modifications:

 If tried and worked = +
 If tried without success = 0
 In process = **

+/0/** Intervention Attempted Comments
Time

Individual schedule and/or group schedule
posted

Structured transitions

Notice given prior to changes in schedule

Space
Alternative setting, i.e. quiet space, 
opportunity for movement

Established/preferential seating

Materials
Clearly defined visual materials provided, 
i.e. guided notes, graphic organizers

Peer/Social
Access to positive peer role models

1. Describe Management Modifications (e.g., classroom management system, systematic group 
management techniques, individual behavior management techniques, token economy)
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2. Attach additional data collection, if applicable.
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South Coast ESD- Autism Spectrum Disorder Program
Pre-referral Checklist Tool for ‘High Functioning Autism/Asperger’s Syndrome’

DIRECTIONS:
Mark off all items that you have observed the student to exhibit by circling it or checking it off.  The 
spot next to it is designed for examples of behaviors you have observed that you question may be 
characteristics of Autism.

Communication:
Conversation may be one-sided, voice quality may be unusual, may have difficulty using and/or 
understanding non-verbal communication, may speak like an adult or in a “bookish manner”, may 
talk excessively about favorite topics.

Impairment Provide Examples when Appropriate:
 Literal interpretation of language, i.e., doesn’t 

understand figures of speech, humor, or jokes, 
difficulty understanding words with double 
meaning, etc.

 Repeatedly asks certain questions.
 Repeatedly makes statements
 Attempts to seek interaction
 Attempts to seek clarification
 Delayed response time
 Delayed auditory processing
 Repeatedly echoes statements or scripts from TV, 

videos, etc.
 Lacks conversation reciprocity, i.e., doesn’t speak 

appropriately to audience, speaking as if reciting 
from a dictionary or as if scripted.

 Doesn’t accommodate for the age of his listener, or
will talk only on his topics

 Doesn’t respond to peers attempts to interact
 Is unaware of his listener’s interest or 

understanding of topic.
 Peculiar voice characteristics

Social Interactions:
May display poor/limited eye contact, may have difficulty with social behavior and cues, may lack 
understanding of the emotions and perspective of others, often plays alone or parallel plays, may lack 
joint attention and engagement with others, may display rigid/rule bound behavior.

Impairment Provide Examples when Appropriate:
 Difficulty using or reading non-verbal cues, ie., 

other’s facial expressions or body language
 Struggles to maintain peer relations, friendships, 

may even be indifferent to peer interaction or peer 
pressure, much more comfortable with being by 
self.

 Sits away from group or on the sidelines
 Social attempts are stilted, odd, or inappropriate
 Inappropriate emotional responses, ie., will laugh or

smile when angry/anxious
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 Unaware of social codes of conduct, ie., will say 
something offensive, embarrassing, interrupt or 
tattle excessively

 Little sense of other’s boundaries, proximity issues, 
ie., stands too close or touches too often

 Lack of or weak eye contact or has an intense stare 
used often in uncomfortable situations

 Trouble with competition, ie., losing, winning, or 
being first

Patterns of behaviors, interests &/or activities that are restricted, repetitive, or stereotypic:
Perfectionist, may have obsessive compulsive tendencies, difficulty with organization, may display stiff
body movements, intense interests on narrow topic, may not ask for help.

Impairment Provide Examples when Appropriate:
 High anxiety and or/easily frustrated
 Difficulty with transitions, ie., from place to place 

activity to activity, change or new experiences
 Repetitive activities, ie., pacing, finger flicking, 

flapping, or unusually stiff body posture
 Generally honest, naïve and compliant when he 

understands what to do
 Unmotivated by typical motivators for peers
 Unusual attachments to object(s)
 Talks obsessively about only a few topics of interest
 Elaborate routines and rituals
 Obsessive behavior
 Unable to stop before the end of a task
 Need clear-cut, concise directions, ie., for rules, 

expectations, how or when to begin or end a task
 Difficulty accepting help or correction, perfectionist

Unusual Responses to Sensory Stimuli: 
Either hyper or hypo responses to visual, auditory, taste, smell, and/or touch stimuli, may become 
overly-stimulated by noisy and crowded environments, is often clumsy or uncoordinated, may not like 
to be touched, often a selective eater. 

Impairment: Provide Examples when Appropriate:
Hearing: 

 agitated with unexpected noise and/or loud noise
  little or no response to name or environmental 

noises
 makes self induced noises or likes sounds that are 

constant masking of outside noises
 shuts down or tantrums with lots of stimulus

Touch: 
 great aversion to tactile sensation like messy hands, 

or being touched unexpectedly
  thoroughly or frequently feels everything, mouths 

inedible objects
 impaired response to temperature or pain
 will wear only certain clothes
  seeks deep pressure or areas that are closed 

off/tight fit
 avoidance or attraction to water
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Taste: 
 strong preferences to certain textures, temperatures, 

tastes, or colors
Vision: 

 Insists on objects staying in the same place
  “stims” off light
 spins or plays with items repeatedly
  depth perception difficulties
  distracted by too much stimuli
  stares into space or at patterns or surfaces

Smell: 
 frequently smells inedible objects
  overreacts or oblivious to certain smells

Vestibular/Motor: 
 fearful in space
 moves part of body often
 walks on toes
 a need to swing, jump or be in motion to help calm 

self-down or refocus
  avoids balancing

Perceptual/Perceptual Motor:
 trouble with paper/pencil activities
 difficulty with body in space
  clumsy
  problems with the use of tools
 distracted by items such as doors or cupboards 

being open, or in motion.

Other Common Learning Characteristics: Provide Examples when Appropriate
 Learns better if the information is concrete, 

sequential, rote.  Difficulty with abstract concepts.
 Unusual long-term memory for ‘unconventional’ 

facts
 Lacks common sense
 Lacks basic problem solving abilities
 Lacks safety awareness
 Strong visual learner
 Struggles maintaining joint attention, attending to 

environmental and situational cues
 Unable to see the “big picture”
 Unable to screen out insignificant or irrelevant 

details
 Unable to generalize or overly generalizes skills
 Significant splinter skills, exceptionally good at 

some things and poor at others, i.e., can articulate 
how a train engine operates but can’t tell time

 Can be impulsive, hyperactive, or exhibit a short 
attention span

 Difficulty waiting or adapting behavior to match 
different environments

 Difficulty working independently without bothering
others

 Struggles with organization of self and thoughts
 Difficulty finishing work or turning it in
 Struggles with group games or activities, i.e., 

requires strict enforcement of the rules
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Team Plan of Action:

Dated:__________________________

Send to Autism Specialist to start referral

No need for referral at this time

Other: 
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

Signature      Title Agree       Disagree

_____________________________ _______________________________          _____        ______

_____________________________  _______________________________          _____         ______

_____________________________  ________________________________         _____        ______
 
_____________________________  ________________________________         _____        ______

_____________________________  ________________________________         _____        ______
 
_____________________________  _________________________________        _____       ______

_____________________________  _________________________________        _____       ______

_____________________________  _________________________________        _____       ______
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